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2nd Annual Spring Pottery Sale on Sunday, June 9th at Clay Space

Creative, high-quality pottery will be on display and for sale at the 2nd Annual Spring Pottery
Sale on Sunday, June 9th from 10 am - 4 pm in the parking lot of Clay Space, 222 Polk Street.
Twenty-five ceramic artists will be showcasing their latest creations which are sure to delight art
enthusiasts and pottery lovers alike.

Featuring a stunning array of inventive, original, locally-made pottery, this sale is a perfect
opportunity to discover unique pieces that showcase the talent and craftsmanship of local
artisans. From beautifully handcrafted mugs and bowls to intricately designed vases and
sculptures, there will be something for everyone to admire and take home.

Attendees can expect to be captivated by the diverse styles and techniques, each piece telling a
story of skill and passion. Whether you're looking to add to your own collection or searching for
a meaningful gift, the Spring Pottery Sale is sure to offer a treasure trove of one-of-a-kind pieces
that will bring joy and beauty to any space. Don't miss this chance to support local artists and
bring home a piece of art that reflects the spirit and creativity of the community.
This is work by professional potters who support such organizations as Food For Lane County
Empty Bowls Fundraiser, the New Zone Save the Eugene Weekly fundraiser, St. Vinnie’s,
Hearts for Hospice, and many other nonprofits in the community.

NOTE TO REPORTER:
If you would like to write a story with photos of pottery and interviews with the artists, please
contact any of the following people:
Cathy McGrath cjmcgrath@comcast.net 541-517-0520
Janiece Woodland woodljn@outlook.com 303-827-4137
Matty Maxwell matty@EarthSpunPottery.com 541-915-8458
Lee Dwyer madpotterdwyer@yahoocom 415-577-3519
Roz Metcalf rozinkadena@yahoo.com 541-214-3949
Deb Babcock deb@blueskypottery.com 970-846-9349

Deb Babcock
Blue Sky Pottery &
Blue Sky Fine Art

756 McKenzie Crest Dr
Springfield, OR 97477
970-846-9349
deb@blueskypottery.com

https://blueskypotteryco.etsy.com/
https://blueskyfineart.etsy.com/

